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HALDANE NEWS

Members are invited to a meeting at 6.30pm on
lVednesday 21st October at 1, Dr Johnson's Bldgs.,
Temple, London EC4 to discuss the relaunch of the
Northern Ireland Subcommittee.

Northern

Wapping Report
The Society has published a report on the policing of the
anniversary demonstration at Wapping on January 24th
1987, It was launched at a meeting at the TUC Conference
at Blackpool. A CASE TO ANSWER?" can be ordered
from BEN EMMERSON at 35, Wellington Street,
London rffC2.
Price f2.50 + 50p p&p.

Ballot On Rule Changes
This mailing contains a ballot paper on proposed changes
to the rules of the Society. Some of the proposed changes
are very important (eg changing the name of the Society)
so please remember to return your ballot paper to
BEVERLEY LANG by 20th NOVEMBER.

Co-options
The E.C. has co-opted th¡ee new members. FIONA
L'ARBALESTIER, a trade union legal officer, will take
on responsibility for employment and trade union work.
ELEN OWEN, who is a Law Centre worker, will take on
responsibility for housing. BILL BOWRING, a barrister
and former Lambeth Councillor will be contributing to the
Society's International and Local Government work.

Regional Branches
If any members are interested in forming a regional
b¡anch of the Society, please contact CHRISTINE
DAWSON, who is the Iiégiãnal Branches Co-ordinator, at
42, Gainsborough St., Salford M7 OHM.

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting took place on Saturday 20th
June. About 60 members attended which was a lower
number than usual.

Our existing President and Vice-Presidents were
reappointed and Tony Gifford Q.C. was also appointed as
a new Vice-President. The AGM reappointed Mel
Coleman as the Auditor and expressed its appreciation
for his hard work on behalf of the Society.

The election results were as follows:
CHAIR: Joanna Dodson
SECRETARY: Beverley Lang
TREASURER: Pauline Hendy
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Suzanne Bailey; Bar-
bara Cohen; Christine Dawson; Ben Emmerson;Izzy
Forshall; Adrian Fulford; Tim Kerr; Kate Marcus;
Jane Ramsey; Jeremy Smith; Rhys Vaughan; James
Wood.
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A.G.M. Resolutions
PROGRAMME FOR 1987/88

1. This AGM calls upon the Executive Committee for the
year 1987/88 to use its best endeavours to:
(1) Increase the individual and affrliate membership of the
Society.
(2) Inôrease the Society's income by means of the sale of

groups of socialist
ciety or afliliated

organisations.
(4) Expand and develop the Society's publications.
(5) Improve media coverage of the Society's activities and
its views.
(6) Develop educational and training programmes'

ADMINISTRATION

2. This AGM agrees in princþle that the Society should:
(a) Lease offrce premises for the Society; and

records; and instructs the Executive Committee to
implement these proposals as soon as it considers there are
suffrcient funds available to do so.

ADVISORY COMMIT"TEE

3(a) This AGM instructs the EC to establish at its first
meeting following this AGM a national Advisory
Committee of the Society to provide advice and assistance
to the Officers, Executive Committee and Sub-Committees
ofthe Society.
(b) The Advisory Committee should consist of up to 20
members of the Society who will be appointed by the EC to
hold oflice until the next AGM. The EC shall have power to
frll casual vacancies oh.the Committee.
(c) No member of the Advisory Committee shall also be a
member of the EC or an Offrcer of the Society.
(d) The Advisory Committee shall meet no fewer than 4
times a year, either jointly with members of the Executive
Committee or separately.

SIIBSCRIPTIONS

4. This AGM approves new annual membership subscrip-
tion rates as follows:
Law Students/pupils/articled clerks: f8.00
Greater London workers or residents: f20.00
Non-Greater London workers or residents: f12.00
National afüliates: f30,00
Local affiliates: f,10.00

The increase will take immediate effect for new
applications for membership and at the next renewal date
for existing members.

5. This AGM approves the introduction of a reduced
annual subscriþìion rate for retired members over 60
years of age and lor unwaged members, namely, f,8'00 per

annum
The increase will take immediate effect for new

applications for membership and at the next renewal date
for existing members.

PROPOSED RULE CHANGES. (Rules changes
only take effect after approval by the membership
postal ballot.)

can
ina

6. The Manchester Branch of the Haldane Society calls
pass
of th
Rule
the

vote.tt

7. [Preamble as in 6 above] That Rule 10 be amended to
include provision that the AGM be held on alternate years
in the South and the North.

8. lPreamble as in 6 above] That Rule 11(1) be changed to
allow a motion to the AGM to be proposed by a branch.

9. This AGM believes that the use of "Haldane" in the
name of this Society (Haldane Society of Socialist
Lawyers) obscures its central purpose, namely to
campaign within the existing legal system with the long
terni objective of transforming it into one reflecting the
demands of a socialist society. Accordingly this AGM
resolves to amend Rule 1 of the Rules of the Haldane
Society of Socialist Law¡rers, so that this Society
shall henceforth be çalled the "National Association
of Socialist Law¡,rers" as an aflirmation of its objects as
set out in Rule 2. Further this AGM instructs the
Executive Committee to lay down a timetable of not more
than one year to make all necessary changes to stationery
and the like.

LEGAL SERVICES

10. This AGM recognises that the provision of legal
services to all members of Society irrespective of ability to
pay, is a fundamental requirement of a just society, and
lurther recognises that the present organisation of the
legal profession and the system oflegal aid cannot achieve
tn'is aim. This Society therefore calls on a Labour
Government:
(i) to establish a national legal services comnission
under the auspices of a Minister of Justice; such
service to be organised in regional legal services
commissions;
(ii) that the task of the said commissions shall be to

case.

following principles:
(a) Therì shoulì be provision in every area of Law and
Advice centres and specialist legal aid representation
servrces;
(b) In the criminal flreld, there should be provision for the
public funding of crimiial defence work, whether that is

to local
ervices,
ch theY

work, responsive to need and independent;
(d) The local plans 

-;h";lã -t^kð - 
.r.oont of existing

these services;
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(g) A national commission should act as the executive arm
of the government department responsible for legal
services. It should be accountable to the local plans, with a
majority of its members consisting of consumers and their
representatives;
(h) Regional committees, also representing users, would
coordinate local plans on a regional basis, taking a
strategic overview of regional needs and services and
providing those resources that are required on a regional
level.
(3) The Haldane Society should campaign within the
Labour movement for support for a National Legal
Service.

LEGAL PROFESSION

12.(i) The }laldane Society demands fusion of both
branches ofthe legal profession
(ii) The Haldane Society calls for a system of training of
lawyers which will facilitate a wider entry in the
profession and equip all lawyers to provide a better service
to their clients.

13. The Haldane
reformulation of t
training, censure
coroners and
proposed:
(i) That the responsibilities of the Lord Chancellor in the

the House of Commons;
judges should be open to all

ence, competence, integrity and
appointments to be made in

accordance with an equal opportunities policy.
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(iv) All appointments for lay mag'istrates should be made
by the said Secretary ofState for Legal Services subject to
the specific recommendation of democratically elected local
committees.

14. This AGM directs the Executive Committee to set up
an investigation into undemocratic or oppressive
professional practices and to draw up a code ofguidance
for socialists in the law, for presentation to the next AGM.
lThe text of the amendments to this Resolution will be
published in the next issuel

REFUGEES

15. The Society calls on the UK Government to
honour to the full its obligations under the UN
Convention on Refugees, and condemns the provi-
sion of the Immigration Carriers Liability Bill as
inconsistent with these obligations. This Society calls
on the Government:
(i) to abandon the Carriers Liability Bill;
(ii) to inform all foreign airlines and shipping companies
that no prior visa is required in respect of person who
claim to be refugees or British citizens;
(iü) to amend the law to provide for a right of appeal
before removal to any person who claims refugee status at
the port of entry and is refused it;
(iv) to instruct immigration officers that those claiming
refugee status ought to be given temporary admission to
this country pending the determination of their claim in
the absence ofevidence that they are likely to abscond;
(v) to abandon its plans to incarcerate immigrants,
including refugees, in ships pending determination and
removal;
(vi) to ensure that full reasons for refusal ofrefugee status
is given on request from an M.P. prior to removal.

TRADE UNIONS AND EMPLOYMENT

16. This AGM fînds the proposals contained in the
Government's Green Paper,,Ttade Unions and their

and unnecessary; and
f the Green Paper is not
reinforce false images of

considers Pur'oses' This AGM

result in
union legi
this AGM
create a state appointed offrcial to provide assistance and
funding to members of trade unions wishing to sue their
unions; and notes that this would be a breach of Article
3(2) ofthe ILO Convention on Freedom ofAssociation and
Protection of the Right to Organise 1948.

17. The NUM Kent Area asks this Society to support our
continui4g frght for the reinstatement of all victimised
miners; which will include a rally; mass lobby of
Parliament; and a deputation to the Prime Minister. Àho;
an extra Parliamentary campaign should be launched
involving all sections of the Labour and Tïade Union
movement and the public for the case in support of the
victimised miners.

18.(i) This AGM condemns Tory employment policies and
legislation which has reduced the protectionãfforded to
part-time workers and home-workers. These workers
are over-represented by women and members of ethnic

discrimination and
and Safety at Work
ery and equipment



KENT ARE.A

as a campaigning and discussion document upon which to
build support for these groups ofworkers and further calls
for proper and adequate statutory protection for these
workers.

19.(i) This AGM condemns the continuing collaboration of
the Government with the police to criminalise picketing
and public protest using both legislation and direct

absolutely the unjustified and
the police at WapPing during

the demonstration on 24th January 1987 in support ofthe

of mounted officers contrary to guidelines in the ACPO
Tactical Options Manual and police offrcers without visible
identification contrary to Metropolitan Police Force
General Orders.

amptonshire police into allegations of police misconduct at

Government and the police and the evidence collected by
the Haldane Society.

GAY AND LESBIAN RIGHTS

20. This AGM believes in the need for radical reform of
the law for lesbian and gay men and expresses its support
for the work of the Labour Campaign for Lesbian and Gay
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Sophie Grillet

Rights and the Legislation for Lesbian and Gay Rights
Campaign.

This AGM notes the absence of a Haldane Policy
statement on lesbian and gay rights.

This AGM mandates the Executive Committee to set up
a working party to prepare a Haldane Policy Statement.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

21. This AGM condemns the further increase in remand
prisoners being held in custody as reflected in the
latest Home Ofïice f,rgure which shows that out of an
increase of 4,500 prisoners in the last 5 years, 4,000 are
due to the increase in remand prisoners.

22. This AGM strongly criticises the following recom-
mendation by the Home Affairs Committee in their Report
on the "State and Use of Prisons" that a study be made of
the electronic tagging of offenders in the USA to see if
the technique could be applied in England. The Society
opposes any attempt to implement such policy.

23. This AGM condemns the Conservative Party policy on
the privatisation of prisons and both encourages and
urges a campaign which strongly opposes such a policy.

24. This AGM welcomes the Home Secretary's refenal of
the cases of the 6 men convicted of the Birmingham
bombings to the Appeal Court. It urges the Home
Secretary to do the same with the cases of those convicted
of the Guildford Bombings and the McGuire family. In
the light of these convictions it urges the EC to campaiga
to change the law regarding convictions based solely on
confessions with no corroborative evidence.

BROADWATER FARM

25. This AGM applauds the work of the Broadwater
Farm defence campaign in:
(i) Co-ordinating the defences of all those charged with
offences and collating and distributing information and

those convicted and in
murder of P.C. Blakelock.
correct the adverse media

publicity surrounding the trial;
(iv) ln drawing attention to the danger of convictions
based entirely on confessions obtained whilst the
Defendants were in pqlice custody, as in these cases.
(v) In organising a Civil Rights March to take place in the
autumn.

It further calls upon the EC and the Society to give all
possible practical support to them in this work.

MANCHESTER POLICE

26.(i) The Haldane Society expresses their total lack of
confidence in the current Police Complaints procedure in
the light of the recent "Police Complaints Authority"
statement on their enquiry into the policing of Leon
Brittan's visit to Manchester University on March lst
1985.
(ii) We call for the immediate release of all parts of the
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Maggie Monteith

The Women's Le
Defence Fund

gal

Recently published research has confirmed what many
$tomen in the legal profession have suspected for some
time. Although we have had sex equality legislation for
over a decade, women are only a little way forward in
improving their position in the workplace and as
congumers.

Part of the problem has been identifred as being the
system by which these cases are decided. Women who
have expert, or at least experienced, representatives, are
far more likely to win at an Industrial Ttibunal. Those who
rely on the original promise of informality in proceedings
are being lost amid the complex and legalistic framework
which now surrounds the whole process.

The WOMEN'S LEGAL DEFENCE FUND has been
set up to try to turn this situation around. Our aim is to
provide women athetic advice,
information and this we hope to
begin to win mor target help and
expertise in a systematic way, and set in motion a
movement which will establish its own 'good practice'in
tackling sex equality cases.

A four part approach will help women make informed
choices about their own cases.

First, information about cases will be made more
readily accessible to wom
sentatives are faced with
infrequently, whether as

rral
co get i
re in,
co rea
individuals and firms on this list will be kept up-to-date
with what is happening around the country, in order that
they need no longer be required to start case research from
scratch.

\

Third, an information and training pack is in
preparation which will offer guidance in lay terms to
advisers in para-legal offrces.

Finally, the FUND, recognising that women face
problems which are not purely legal in their case, is
instituting a'best friend' support network. This will offer
women help and assistance, from childcare and moral
support at T?ibunal, to a sympathetic ear throughout the
case.

At this stage the FUND needs to hear from solicitors
and barristers throughout the country who wish to be

going on the
happening, or
as a whole. A
l9th Novem-

ber 1987, which will help formulate the fees and
information exchange relationship between the FUND
and legal representatives. In addition we will be seeking
nominations to sit on two legal committees to oversee this
aspect of FUND work, one for England and Wales, one for
Scotland.

If you wish further information about the FLINI), or
better still if you now feel that you wish to become
involved, please write to Maggie Monteith at ROW, 52-54
Featherstone Street, London EC1Y 8RT, or phone 01-251-
6575. This is an exciting new development which has
uncovered an enormous amount of goodwill and support
across a broad range of groups and interests. We would
welcome your help in ensuring its future success.

Heather Williams and Linda
Webster

Pupil Entitled to
Unemployment
Benefit
Social Security Appeal T?ibunal, London. 3rd July lg87.

The appellant, Linda Webster, was a first six months pupil
barrister. Her claim for unemployment benefit wãs
refused by the adjudication offrcer 'because the claimant
had not proved that she was available (and could not be

I
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deemed to be available) to be employed' whilst a pupil. It
was accepted at the appeal hearing, that she was not
employed under any contract and that had she been
offered employment appropriate to her legal qualifrcations
she would have suspended her pupillage and taken it.

It was also accepted that the only issue was the nature of
the restrictions placed on the availability.

The appeal tribunal found that the restrictions placed on
the type of employment that the appellant was prepared to
accept were reasonable having regard to the nature ofher
usual occupation as a pupil barrister.
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Comment

The case is signifrcant for two reasons. Firstly, because the
argument, that the
a pupil barrister. The

reviously been tested.
Accordingly, it was not clear whether a person's
occupation could be regarded as 'usual'when they had
commenced a period of training in their chosen career. In
past reported cases slrccessful claimants had enjoyed
periods of long-term employment in their particular
occupation, In this case the tribunal was prepared to look
forr¡vard and regard the appellant's usual occupation as the
training that she was undertaking.

Secondly, the tribunal accepted that the restriction
imposed, namely that the appellant would take any
employment suitable to her legal qualifrcations, was a
reasonable one.

It should also be stressed that the question of whether
tuaþ have accepted any particular
d was not in issue, as the claim had
by the Adjudication Officer on the

ground that the restrictions placed upon her availability
were not reasonable.

Reþrences
1. Social Security Act 1975 s.17(1)(ø)(i)
2. Sociøl Security (U.S.I.B.) Regulations; 51 -1983 No
1598 res.7(1)(ø)(üÐ

I.A.D.L.

Mission to Haiti
In May 1987, a delegation fiom the International
Associãtion of Democratic Lawyers visited llaiti to
assess the political situation. This is a summary of
the report made by REED BRODY (USA).

Our visit came some 15 months after the flight of
President Jean-Claude Duvalier, who was replaced by a 5
member military civilian junta (the 'CNG' - Conseil
National de Gouvernement). The CNG was reduced to 3

members in March 1986 after the resignation of Gerard
Gourgue, a respected civilian member, in protest against
human rights abuses.

6

An Electcd Government

In June 1986, the CNG announced a timetable for moving
the country towards an elected government' In October
1986, a constituent Assembly was formed after elections
which were boycotted by all progressive forces. Surprising-
ly, the Assembly drafted a genuinely liberal Constitution
which was submitted to the voters, and approved, in a
referendum in March 198?. National and presidential
elections will take place in November 1987.

Iluman Rights Abuses

Our visits and meetings with local representatives and
activists convinced us that for the peasants and workers
who form the vast majority of the Haitian population, little
has changed.

The CNG is dominated by General Williams Regala who
was associated for two decades with the Secret Police and
represents no change from the past. There has been little
progress in halting human rights abuses by the security
forces, who have, with impunity, caused several 'di-
sappearances' and have fired on crowds at each major
demonstration. There has been little investigation or
prosecution of human rights abuses committed under
Duvalier and offrcers closely identified with those abuses
remain in their posts. Most rural areas seem to be still run
by Duvalierists, whose arbitrary practices include land
seizures and holding peasants for ransom.

Tïade union rights are systematically violated -workers trying to organise have been dismissed and/or
intimidated in violation of Haiti's labour code.

The Economy

The CNG has also exacerbated Haiti's miserable economic
situation by its apparent policy of appþing the dictates of
the United States and the international lending institu-
tions. USAID's Country Development Strategy Statement
for Haiti for 1984 speaks of Haiti becoming the 'Taiwan of
the Caribbeanr and states that; "The preþrred, path . . . is a

freely allowed, making it unprofitable for local producers
to compete and forcing small producers to leave their land
for the urban slums. targe processing plants are also
forced to close. At the same time the government has
closed or divested from several public sugar enterprises,
causing huge layoffs.

Freedom of Speech

On the other hand, there is an unprecedented degree of
public liberüy to speak and write against the government
and there are several critical nertrspapers and radio
stations. Perhaps the most exciting aspect is the grass-
roots organising by peasant and church BToups such as the
church literacy campaign and the formation of women's
groups.

Conclusion

Legal Services under
Labour

Historical Background

The SLL says that since 1979 the policies ofthe Thatcher

d

response of the Labour Party and Labour Movement is to
reconstruct the welfare state and give people back their
rights together with many new ones in addition. They
suggest an expanded system oflegal services which will
have a vital part to play in ensuring that those rights are
both enforced and respected.

The Law Centres Federation document reminds the
Labour Party of its promise to create a massive shift of
wealth and power in favour of working people. It criticises
the Labour Party, quite rightly, for having little or no
policy in implementing this promise in the flreld of legal
services. They compare that part ofthe legal profession
engaged in advancing the wealth and power of the ruling
class through tax avoidance and attacks on Tïade Unionì
with the work of the Law Centres who they say have used
untried methods of deploying legal skills for working class
people.

The SLL, in their document, fail to understand and
appreciate the nature and role ofthe state in a class

takes that into account and presents a much clearer direct
analysis ofthe role oflaw and legal profession under
capitalism.

The Present System

SLL says that about 9000 private firms of eolicitors do
legal aid work. A few receive more than half of their
income from legal aid. There are 700 CAB offices which
provide agsistance on a wide range of problems, many of

!
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Legal Services - The Left Divided
Alistair Smail

Introduction
e examine an issue which has bred a certain amount of contention in the Society.
identified: one seeks to establish a comprehensive, salaried National Legal Service;

- xisting'pluralist'systen under which state-funded legal services are provided by a
varigty of institutions, from Citizens Advice Bureau to private practitioners. The articles thãt follow cover á hrge par[ of
the debate.
Rhys Vaughan argues in favour of a National Legal Service with salaried lawyers providing the seryices currently offered
by legal aid practitioners in both criminal and civil cases.
Andrew Nicol claims that the abolition of the independent private profession may lead to central government
undermining the legal protection of those in opposition to it.
David T\rrner-Samuels QC argues that fusion will lead to ineflìcient legal representation of low quality.
.|"!ri" Ritchie- s¡rel8ests that socialist lawyers should seek to reorganise the legäl profession in a dirãction which furthers
the interests ofthe working class.

Rhys Vaughan which have a legal aspect. That Law Centres started in the
earþ 1970's under the Labour government and are mainly
based in the inner-city areas and cost about frve million
pounds a year to run. They generally employ between 6
and 15 staff, at least two of whom are legally qualifred.
They are run by management committees whose members
often provide another link with the community they serve.
A legal service is also provided by Trade Unions to their
members but usually limited to problems in relation to
their employment.

Legal Aid

SLL sees this as one option to increase the need for legal
servicee. They however give some criticisms of the system;
that private practice considerations would come to affect
what work is taken on and how it is done because a private
practice seeks to make a profrt. Emphasis would be put on
more lucrative cases to the exclusion ofothers and there
would be no way of ensuring that all legal needs are met in
each area. They also point out that many solicitors do not
specialise in many areas such as housing, social security
and employment problems. The Legal Action Group want
eome reforms such as an end of the means test and for the
Labour Party in its Manifesto to have an expenditure
target.

The Law Centres Federation states that legal aid should
be abolished and makes fundamental criticisms of the
scheme - too bureaucratic - second rate service - only
effective in the areas where solicitors have expertise -means test taken can involve high costs to poor people -widespread ignorance of legal rights and the means of
enforcing them - the attitudes oflawyers - not enough
solicitors - ineffective in the enforcement of rights.

Legal Services under Labour

The Law Centres Federation states; "to provide all the
legal and advice services that people need there must be a
network ofAdvice and Law Centres which are accountable
to consumers independent ofauthority invested interest,
non-profit making and committed to public service. In

of Law Centres working together with private practice
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providing a service on legal aid. They make the point that
for the same amount of money currently being paid out to
Duty Solicit alone it could be
possible to e alaried legal aid
õentres and imPact. The SocietY
of Labour Lawyers, do not make any definite policy
decisions but say that there are three basic options:
1) legal aid and an extension ofit;
2) national salaried service;
3) an expansion ofthe present network oflaw and Advice
Centres.

Proposed Policy

The next Lâbour government should work towards the

e

follows:-
1) In the criminal freld a public defender system replacing
the various Duty Solicitor schemes and operating in the
whole range of criminal law from the arrest, detention at
the police station and representation in court including
trial;
2) In the non-criminal area a salaried profession of
lawyers providing a comprehensive service in the local
community specialising in particular areas such as
advocacy, immigration, matrimonial and divorce;
3) An expanded system of Law and Advice Centres
providing the sort
providebutexpan ng
under democratic
representative of the community.
Tlie aim would be a nationwide service. There would have
to be a body such as a National Commission for Legal
Services, or the equivalent, which had a network ofoffrcers
within a regional and area basis co-ordinating the services
and providing resources for unmet needs. The Lord
Chancellor's scrutiny report suggests a Legal Services
Board.

This Board or Cominission can either be directly
responsible to Parliament through the newly formed
Ministry of Justice or set up independently as a quango.

Fusion will be a necessary part of this newly formed
National Legal Service with not only common training for
lawyers butiraining designed to meeting the needs and

s people.
heme will question it on the
and accountabilitY.

The Short Medium Term Aims

1) Public defender system - not diffrcult to implement a
nationwide scheme;
2) An expansion of Law and Advice Centres throughout
the country under a Legal Services Board or Commission;
3) Fusion ofthe profession;
4) Block grants to solicitors working in legal aid practices;
5) Commencement of a salaried service under the
auspices of the Legal Services Board or Commission.
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Andrew Nicol

In Defence of Legal Aid
The crux of the legal, services debate at the Haldane's last
AGM was whether there was a place for legal aid in the
Society's
provided
service?
companio
are suffrciently great that socialists can, and should,
campaign vigorously in defence of legal aid.

No-one on the left can deny that law centres have a
function which private practice cannot perform: their
campaigning, their liaison with community groups and
other pressure groups, their educative role both in terms of
'rights' and of the relationship between law and power in
so rticularly well placed
to and there are too few
of ign not only for their
preservation but also for their extension.

Client Choice

This should be in tandem with a strengthening of legal aid
for private practitioners. How can a 'mixed economy' for
legal services be advocated by those who find the idea of
private medical practice repellent? Client choice is part of
the answer. However erroneously, there will be some
clients who will not trust a lawyer whose salary is paid by
the government to fight the government with all his or her
vigour. Here is the first distinction between legal and
medical services: doctors generally arê not consulted to
wage battle against their funders. An unusual example of
a current salaried legal service is the United Kingdom
Immigration Advisory Service which is paid a grant by the
Home OfÏìce to represent immigrants and others before
Immigration Adjudicators and Appeal Tïibunals. UKIAS
represents a high proportion of appellants but a
substantial minority choose to pay private lawyers. It is
part ofHaldane policy that legal aid should be introduced
to assist those who do not want to use the salaried service.

The dictates of client choice are most acute when there is
a conflict of interest. We know how common this is
arñongst criminal defendants. A huge proportion of civil
legal aid is currently devoted to matrimonial cases where
both parties are often assisted and must inevitably be
separately represented. How would an exclusively salaried
service cope with this?" In large cities it might be
reasonable to refer one to a neighbouring centte, but in
rural areas or small towns or where there are complex
conflicts between several parties, this will be impractic-
able. Different barristers in the same chambers may now
represent opposing parties, but this is diflicult to explain to
clients and probably depends on the anachronism that
(most) chambers are not partnerships. The City has had
only limited success in claiming that 'chinese walls' solve
the problem of conflict of interest within a single
organisation. A unified legal services structure would face
at least the same distrust.

The Role of the Private Sector

A second major difference between medical and legal
services is the role that socialists would concede to a

private practitioners for free. In the early 1970s Wall
Street commercial firms found that they could only attract
recruits by agreeing to allow them to spend a proportion of
their time on work pro bono publico. But this is highly
marginal work, a philanthropy which generally only the
larger firms could afford and dependent on shifting notions
(amongst wealthy lawyers) as to where the public's good
lay. In yuppie New York, or the big bang City it would be
surprising if much survived of this seventies liberalism.

Of course there is a danger in overstating this case:
large City firms never see a legal aid form and few lawyers
will become revolutionaries because of their green form
experiences. However, legal aid does mean that the poor
and their problems are familiar to most lawyers who have
also had to be partisan in their support. The government
must believe that this has some influence on lawyers'
attitudes as manifested by its overwhelming bias against
appointing to the bench barristers who have concentrated
on criminal defence work.

Private practice is undeniably based on the profrt motive
and this, it is said, has a corrupting influence. But a
salaried structure has dangers of its own: too lax a
management can lead to unchecked inefliciency, while the
career prospects of a zealous combatant against the
government are unlikely to be bright. Swings and
roundabouts? Maybe, but a system ofproperþ funded law
centres and legal aid would at least allow the client to
choose his or her preferred evil.

(
Surely the Treasury must yearn for a

national legal service u¡hose block glant
could be squeezed like any other spending
department, whose posts could be frozen,
whose offrces could be closed and whose
surviving members be so overloaded with

Ìvork that they could put up only the
charade ofa caset

Treasury Manipulation

All of this could be said at any time (short, perhaps, of the
revolution), but the need to defend legal aid is particularly
urgent now. For all its shortcomings and frustrations it is
still the essential means of hundreds of thousands of
clients each year receiving legal services which they could
not otherwise afford. While it also suffers from constriction
of funding, it is actually a diffrcult service to cut
dramatically. To varying degrees lawyers can also cross-
subsidise their legal aid work with private clients. Surely
the Tleasury must yearn for a national legal service whose
block grant could be squeezed like any other spending
department, whose posts could be frozen, whose oflices
could be closed and whose surviving members be so
overloaded with work that they could put up only the
charade of a case. The funding of the Crown Prosecution
Service, and the diffrculty which it has experienced in
frlling its posts, is only a chilling foretaste of the problems
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which a far less popular defender system or national legal
service would face. Will the problem not be particularly
acute where the political conflict is sharpest? Could a
national legal service have provided the same standard of
commitment to the miners or the printers during their
strikes or to the Broadwater Farm, Bristol or Brixton
defendants? It might the first time, but would not salaried
workers who constantly took the side of those challenging
the government be particularly vulnerable to cuts or such
overloading that in future they could only provide the
palest shadow of representation defined in the narrowest
way. The fate of law centres in Tory areas is an ominous
warning.

David Turner-Samuels Q.C.

Thoughts on Fusion
To fuse or not to fuse? The crucial test in determining the
ansïver should be whether or not fusion would help to
ensure that legal services of skill and quality are more
readily available for ordinary people, and more suited to
their needs and pockets.

For the average person, to be involved with the law is a
bewildering, frightening, time consuming and, unless the
recipient of free legal aid, expensive as well as an
uncertain experience. Although much has been done by
trade unions and law centres in particular to make legal
services more readily available for and more sympathetic
to the needs of working people, there remains vast scope
for improvement. I do not believe that fusion will of itself
help to bring about that improvement nor do I believe it to
be a useful adjunct to other steps to secure such
improvement.

Advocacy in the higher courts is a highly specialised
skil. Of course, any intelligent literate person can arg'ue,
just as they can write or analyse problems. To write a news
report it is not necessary to be a journalist. However, to be
a good professional journalist requires specialised know-
ledge, experience and developed skills. Good, professional
legal advocacy requires more than academic knowledge of
the law, it requires training, familiarity with the forum
and regrrlar experience as an advocate in court.

The Effects of Fusion

No one person can carry more than a finite work load. A
lawyer who is in court all day on a case of substance and
who has to prepare for the next day's hearing, possibly
after a conference on coming out of courf,, would inevitably
have little time in which also to conduct clients'
correspondence, interview witnesses, speak to lay clients
on the telephone and./or communicate on their behalf with
the police, with other solicitors, with banks and building
societies or to supervise, direct or keep an eye on the
running of the oflice or on problems encountered by their
staff. Few'thriving solicitãrs have time to sit tehind
counsel day after day under our present system. Most take
frles home in the evening. To overcome this problem, in
countries where there is a fused profession, the largest
firms have separate advocacy departments or advocacy
partners. These are consulted and instructed by their
litigation departments as separate entities. In some
countries, individual legal practitioners continue to
practice individually as 'the Bar', as in Zimbabwe, acting
only on the instruction of other legal practitioners. Smaller
firms who seek to do their own higher advocacy within the
firm are involved in a continual struggle with logistical
problems and in coping with the demands of their lay
clients. Inevitably, they have to limit their court work,
limit their court experience and thereby put a brake on
their court skill. In addition, the problem of clashing
listings, cases lasting longer than anticipated and related
diffrculties continue to exist under fusion.

Neither from discussiln with those practising in
jurisdictions whre there is fusion, nor from personal
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experience in such jurisdictions, nor as a matter of logic
does fusion reduce the cost of litigation. The legal
practitioner in the fused profession who spends time in
court in advocacy, and out ofcourt preparing submissions,
as does a barrister, inevitably has to employ others to do
what the efficient golicitor would otherwise be doing
during that time. Overheads in chambers are substantial-
ly less than overheads in solicitors offices, not due to
effrciency of chambers or the ineffrciency of solicitors but to
the nature ofthe work and ofthe back-up required. Only
the large frms with litigation departments would be likely
to achieve anything like the same expense levels as the
Bar. This would put large frrms with experienced
departments into a position of economic advantage over
smaller firms which inevitably could not conduct all the
litigation they are capable of generating. It would also
reduce the freedom of choice of advocate for the litigant.
There is good economic reason for barristers presently
succeeding in competing with solicitors in the County
Court in more diflicult or in longer cases, and sometimes in
short ones, despite solicitors having equal right of
audience.

(
I regard the fusion debate as a diversion

from the very real problems with which
both sides of the profession and the public

are afflictedt
The great apparent advantage which the lay client is

likely to feel under fusion in those instances in which the
same one person acts throughout both as his solicitor and,
in court, as his barrister is the comfort of a closer
association and identifrcation. In practice this tends to be
tempered with frustration, for under fusion the busy legal
practitioner is more occupied and preoccupied, spends less
time in the oflice so that he is less readily available and it
is more diffrcult to make an appointment with him or her.
While too close an identification between client and
advocate is far from always being to the client's
advantage, the real or apparent stand-offrshness of some
barristers and their aloofness from problems of the client is
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something to be remedied not by fusion but by reforms in
recruitment and training.
The Real Problems

Indeed, I regard the fusion debate as a diversion from the
very real problems with which both sides of the profession
and the public are afTlicted. These include a need for:

More
More
More ng
so as of
both sides of the profession and in particular of the
Bàr;
TYaining and pra
the profession in
rights, liberties
(though much is
organisations and individuals to this end).

For those who can afford what they regard as the best,
fusion may make little difference. The large City firms and
their clients will be able to build up strong, experienced

the pool
ented by
ed is to
skills of

solicitors and barristers, to make them more widely and
readily available and less traumatic. Fusion is not an
appropriate step to these ends.

Jamie Ritchie

Planning the Legal
System
Haldane members get it drummed into them at every
meeting that the legal system (courts, judges, legal
profession etc.) for all its rhetoric about 'equality' and
'justice', is essentially an instrument of class rule.

We must recognise that while the capitalist class has
state power the prime purpose of the legal system is to
preserve capitalist rule. No amount of reforms will change
it into an instrument for advancing working class
interests. But what is possible is to make it a less efficient
instrument in the hands of the bourgeoisie, so that they
can no longer rely on it in the way they have hitherto. We
certainly cannot sit back and wait for the likes of Kinnock
to implement even this. A struggle will be needed for it.

At the same time the policy should be such that it
attracts support in the working class as a whole; that it, as
part of a programme of progressive policies, gves some
inspiration and confidence to mobilise for it; and that, with
this mobilisation, there is some prospect of imposing it on
the state. In the course of this it is likely that at some point
a Labour government would have been elected.

As far as the judiciary and magistracy are concerned,
the purpose ofthe policy is to secure decisions that are less
unfavourable to the working class, As far as the legal
profession and legal services are concerned the object is to
ótrsure that control of skills of lawyers (or at least a good

chunk of those skills) is taken from the ruling class and
put at the disposal ofthe working class.

The Context of Reforms

care, education, transport, social security, personal safety,
an environment free of pollution and civil liberties are
increasingly frustrated. In parallel with the great
struggles of well organised workers, this frustration has
manifested itself in street battles between police and
youth.

As the military industrial complex, transnational
corporations and finance capital tighten their grip on the
non-socialist world, human rights, both at work and in the
community, are under attack. As Scargill pointed out, in
the miners'strike the state abandoned most of its pretence
that the law had anything to do with justice. It was plain
for all to see that its purpose was to protect the bosses.

He identified lawyers in general and the Haldane in
particular as being crucial to the defence of human rights.
He ended his lecture with a challenge to Haldane members
to get on with doing something before it was too late.

Our ability to respond to Scargill's challenge will be
determined largely by the conditions in which we work -thejudiciary and the courts, the restrictions and privileges
oflawyers, finance and public provision oflegal services.

(
Public criticism and indeed, ri{icule of
judges and the courts has increased

beyond recognition in the last 15 toåO
yearst

Compare that with the black eyes delivered at Wapping in
1987.

Lawyers and Economic Forces

Most important of all is what solicitors call the 'bread and
butter' question. Lawyers are frnding their traditional
monopolies, privileges and restrictive practices whittled
away. These practices, evolved to serve early capitalists
and landowners in the age of the quill pen, fail to meet the
needs oftransnationals, City spivs and property sharks in
the age of computers and instant communication. This
corresponds with the general trend under which
professionals and owners of small to medium businesses -the petty bourgeoisie - are being squeezed by big business
and multinationals.

In classic Leninist style the response of the profession is
to vacillate; to look around for different ways of selling its
skills so as to continue to have the money and statuÀ its
members think they deserve. The main tendency is to seek
refuge in the world of property dealing, finance etc. This
applies as much to the big commercial lawyers in large
cities (particularly the City of London) as to the small town
rotarians who survive on conveyancing, divorce and
probate and are busy getting themselves links with banks, '

building societies and estate agents. Many of the

In my view, the time is approaching when the major
division among lawyers will not be between barristers and

All this vacillating presents an opportunity for the
working class to get a substantially greater share of the
resources and skills ofthe legal profession than it has up to
now. It will not be easy - but the opportunity must be
seized before it passes,

T

Social Status of Lawyers

There is much wider public knowledge of and interest in
the law and its workings. Pubtic criticism and, indeed,
ridicule of judges and the courts has increased beyond
recognition in the last 15 to 20 years. The results are that
wigs and robes have lost much of their authority, that
judges have been charged with smuggling whisky or being
drunk at the steering wheel, that the weekly total of
reports in the Law Society's Gazette of disciplinary
proceedings against solicitors has increased from about
one oÌ two to a regular dozen.

The average lawyer is now seen as 'only human'- ¡19
different from the rest of humanity, except perhaps with a
rather more subtle line in three card tricks.

Veteran Haldane members will recall the lawyers'
picket at Grunwick in 1977. The police said 'Excuse me,
Sir (or Madam). Could you please move on to the footway.'
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Attitudes of Lawyers

There has always been a tradition among lawyers of doing
a bit to put right injustices (particularly for the 'deserving
poor') and subsidising this out of more remunerative work.
Most lawyers with these sort of attitudes are likely to
adapt with few regrets to the new order. We cannot expect
much help from these.

Some, however, may resent commercialism creeping
crudely into their practices and take the side of the
oppressed. We may have potential allies among them.
They are not socialists but would be driven to a position of
sympathy by economic forces.

There is also a small proportion of more radical lawyers,
notably Haldane members, whose principal motivation is
not so much for money and status but for using their skills
to tackle injustice in the bourgeois state and legal system.
In recent years this section has largely been supported by
working in law centres, by legal aid (both subject to public
expenditure cuts) and by trade union work.

Examples now proliferate of radical lawyers who have
tried to confine their work to legal aid, found that it is not
financiaþ viable and, therefore, resorted to privately paid
work to keep going. With cuts in legal aid those who rely
on it face a choice. Insolvency or supporting their legal aid
work with privately paid work. If they adopt the second,

' I r: the need to seek out remunerative work will put them in
"'' ùânger of being lost to the movement. Our plans for the
" development oflegal services should ensure opportunities

for them.
We have in the Haldane quite a number of young people

entering the legal profession who are socialists and who
need space to develop their legal practice as socialists. If
this space is not provided they will tend to do what they
can from within established legal practice; and in the end,
the demands of that kind of practice may force many away
from work of direct relevance to the class struggle. We
must see that this does not happen.

The Way Forward

1. We need proposals that are under fairly constant
review and updating if they are to have any practical
meaning. As our own experience develops we will need to
draw on it to inform,our policies. At the same time, we will
have to campaign for acceptance for the policies within the
Labour movement and generally.
2. The process ofreorganisation in the legal profession has
gone quite far already. It will go on whatever Haldane
members do. But it is possible for Haldane members to
accelerate it and to influence the direction ofthe process in
favour of workers than finance. This can be done not just

of these will go without much trouble. Others, where class
interests are more clearþ at stake will present problems.

While the legal profession as a whole is developing new
methods of working, of frnancing itself and of using new
technology Haldane membere and others need to develop
methode that are helpful to the working clase, that make
full use ofthe talents ofsoaialiets entæring the profession
as well as those in it already,

If, as seems certain, the class struggle intensifres, those
lawyers who take the side of the working class are going to
frnd it necessary to engage in as yet untried forms of
political activity. The time may not bé far off when it will
be necessary for lawyers to organise strikes and boycotts
against injustice in the courts or particular judges. It may
no longer be possible to rely on our status as lawyers to get
us out of trouble with an increasingly authoritarian state.
Haldane members need to be alerted to this and to show
solidarity when needed.

The Forgotten 10 Million: The Future
of Community Care for Elderly People

-lr

Linda Webster
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Alistair Smail

Conclusion
In one important respect it may be that much of the perceived disagreement on the nature of legal services is irrelevant to
our immediate concetn. Whatever the result of the debate, it will only fall on partly-sympathetic ears once a Labour
Government is in power, and there is little reason to believe that this will be a likelihood within the foreseeable future.
Given this, concentration on legal services may ignore the fundamental issue facing socialist lawyers at present: what to do

within an increasingly pure capitalist state which is in the process of dismantling the social welfare legislation enacted by
previous Labour governments,

In my view, the one persuasive argument advanced by those in favour of retaining (and extending) legal aid is that the
bureaucratic legal aid system's relative disinterest in the reasons why the applicant wants aid provide a shield against
central government machinations in funding the legal service, or rather, in withdrawing funding. Clients engaged in a
battle with the state, whether as litigants or accused, are more likely to have funding or resources withdrawn from their
case under a National Legal Service where central government control would be unhindered. At least, that is the
argument. This camp thus posits a strategy of opposition: keep legal aid, then we can frght 'em. That said, of course, it is a
limited strategy of opposition and by no means the only one.

Those advoõãting ihe establishment of a National Legal Jervice do not address this government. Nor do they posit a
strategy of opposition. What they do is to suggest a version of a socialist system of legal services, which is to come about
within â socialist state. It will only come intõ existence uniler a radical Labour government and when the wishes and
expectations ofthe citizens ofthis country are socialist: its realisation is a long way off.

Since Labour is not in power, the Society now has more time in which to plan its favoured system of legal services' The
debate so far has been inädequate: one Special General Meeting yielding -oliotrs to be pushed through an Annual General
Meeting cannot produce a well-researched, well-reasoned case for fundamental change in legal services.

There are many aspects of the long-term debate which will need close examination. It occurs to me that two assumptions
have been made in this debate which should be questioned.

form ofopposition to the private profession - why not e

Secondly, that fusion is a necessary pre-requisite for progres
on a hostility to restrictive practices which is the hallmark,

want to rid the market place of fetters (such as the closed sh
competition.

It is essential that all these issues are fully researched and reasoned by the Society's Subcommittee on Legal Services;

that is, if it is still regarded as a priority in õhe present climate. Long-tóm phnninþ, though, is never a bad thing'
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In the United Kingdom there are almost 10 million people
over retirement age. Of these 10 million, 75Vo are healthy
enough to live at home and carry out household duties
without help. But the rest are not. Almost everyone who
reads this article is likely to be affected at sometime, and
in some way by the issues it discusses - unappetising
though they may be.

Elderly people enter, whether by'choice' or through
legal compulsion (authorised by the Mental Health Act
1983), an 'old peoples home', a nursing home, or a long
stay psychiatric hospital when it is no longer possible for
them to remain within their own home and the
community. This situation must be understood within the
context of the options and help presently available to
elderly people who ideally would often prefer to continue
living in the community rather than within the depressing
and sometimes inhumane confines of an institution,
segregated and forgotten by society. The politics ofchoice
then become clear.

For many people, even those with severe disabilities, a
radical system of 'Community Care' would mean the
freedom to live as individuals in their own homes, and to
share in the life of the community. Psycho-geriatrician
Elaine Murphy notes in 'Dementia and mental illness in
the old' that, "trøditionally, we haue always had care in the
cornmunity whether we like it or not. Howeuer, for the large
møjority of elderly people needing help, this help is
prouided, by reløtiues. The reøIity of 'Community Care' is
that it is lørgely family care. This nlea.ns in practice female
care prouided by wiues, døughters and daughters-in-law
. . . it høs been estima,ted there o,re now about 1l¿ million
carets, the majority of whom øre u)on1,en, looking after an
elderly dependent reløtiue. There are now nxore wonxen
cøring for old people thøn there øre wonl,en caring for
babies."

It is noteworthy that men who give up paid work to care
for an elderly parent are entitled to an invalid care
allowance to compensate them for loss of earnings whilst

women who do the same are not entitled to claim a penny.
This must certainly be one of the areas in need of reform if
there is to be any consistent policy of 'Community Care'.

Existing Services

At present Local Authorities have a limited range of
powers enabling them to provide through various agencies
some services to elderly people at home. The most
important are:
1. Section 12 of the Health Services and Public Health Act
1968 which empowers a Local Authority both to take
preventative measures against illness and also to provide
care for people who have been ill. Those powers include the
provision of'centres or other facilities for training' such
people or for 'keeping them suitably occupied'.
2. Under Section 13 of the 1968 Act Local Authorities are
under a duty to provide home-help for a person who is ill or
aged.
3. Section 45 of the 1968 Act vests a general power in
Local Authorities to 'promote the welfare of old people'.
4. Additionally, some frnancial help is available from the
state for elderly people living at home but often those very
people are unaware of their entitlement to, amongst
others, attendance allowance, supplementary pension,
invalid care allowance and mobility allowance.

Whilst Local Authorities have the theoretical power to
provide welfare services they are only under a limited duty
to do so. At present many lack either the flrnancial or the
political support necessary to use that power. The
Conservative Government is now more than ever
attempting to shift the boundaries of welfare, cut state
services and enlarge the commercial sector; pushing
responsibility for vital services onto volunteers and forcing
people into giving more family care, often with tittle
support.

The result of existing 'Community Care' policies for
many elderly people has been neglect and isolation in their

,
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olvn homes. An extreme consequence of these policies is
the premature and often unnecessary removal of elderþ
people into institutions - thus ironically shifting the
burden back onto the state.

Caring for people: a charter for community
care

On the 17th February of this year, a f600 million plan to
transform care for the elderly and disabled was launched
by Michael Meacher, then the Labour Party's shadow
Social Services Secretary. Meacher said "úl¿is is a charter
of liberøtion for the elderly, the disøbled ønd their carers.
This is ø systematic build, up of community cøre. It høs
neuer been done before ønd it is urgently needed."

It commits a Labour government to extensive legislative
changes which will enable people to live full and
independent lives within the community. Amongst its
recommendations are:

1. A national audit of the needs of elderþ and disabled
people - something which has never been done before.
2, The setting up of joint working parties by Local
Authorities and Health Authorities to produce local care
plans which will ensure equal access to services and
information for'ethnic minorities' and women. Additional-
ly, community-based assessment teams will agree on
people's needs in their own environments, including help
and companionship at home.
3. New day care services. Not classical 'adult training
centres', but services which involve both users and carers
in their management and planning.
4. The provision of properþ funded dial-a-ride schemes.
5. An increase in pensions: for single people by f5 a week
and married couples by an extra f8 a week. Over 16
million people in Britain are living in or on the margins of
poverty: this increase would go some way towards
reducing this frgure.
6. Automatic legal representation for elderþ and disabled
people when dealing with Local Authorities and the right
to appeal against decisions.
7. A revised income'.maintenance system. The present
system forces carers to give up work altogether if they
cannot cope with a full time job. Benefits are not being
paid at rates related to actual disabilities or the realistic
cost of care. Labour's new policies for income maintenance
are designed to give help where it is needed, com-
plementing people's own choices and needs. The main
elements of this strategy include a National Disability
scheme, extending the invalid care allowance and help

-with the costs of transition from institutional care.
8. A charter for carers. Carers are six times more likely to
suffer a mental breakdown in health than their peers.
Some carers are young children - often as young as seven
or eight years old - who are the sole supporters ofelderþ
or disabled relatives. In my mind, the most radical feature
of Labour's recommendations is this charter. Under the
new scheme carers would be provided with:
1) Night care, specialist nursing and holiday care.
2) A more flexible home-help system.
3) Day facilities.
4) Self help centres, counselling and support groups for
both carers and their families.
5) Reliable hospital after care.
6) Local assessment teams to monitor the health, abilities
and willingness of carers to look after individuals.

Now more than ever postwar health and social services
are not geared to providing care in the community.
Labour's proposals are an attempt to overhaul a no\ry
antiquated and paternalistic system ofcare and to replace
it with one which is both practically workable and based
wholeheartedly on socialist principles. Labour's charter
offers hope not only to the forgotten 10 million but also to
everyone with an older relative - and with a conscience.

Alistair Smail and Keir Starmer entelprises. (It is this sort of worker that Youth Tlaining
Schemes are designed to produce). Business unions would
be unions that help administer this fluid and impoverished
labour market, and would frequently be incorporated at a
high level within the company structure. Socialists could
not accept them.

Bargaining and Corporatist Unionism

For many, free collective bargaining represented the
industrial relations system at its most mature. Many still
see free collective bargaining as the ultimate form of
unionism. However, we argue that collective bargaining
cannot be a socialist ideal but only a liberal one. There are
three reasons for this view:-
(1) Collective bargaining does not involve or advocate
ownership of capital and the means of production by
persons other than capitalists. By recognising the
bargaining interest of employers and capitalists possible
challenge to their interests is waived.
(2) Collective bargaining does not involve labour controll-
ing the mode of production, instead the right of managers
to manage and managerial prerogative are conceded.
(3) Collective bargaining legitimizes the subservient
position of labour described in (1) and (2). The liberal
device of the promissory contract (the collective agree-
ment) is invoked so as to authorise the owners of capital
and the means ofproduction to invest as they choose and
managers to manage with the benefrt of the prerogative.
Bargaining on the terms and conditions of employment in
no way undermines this authorisation.

In short, collective bargaining does not consider capital
as hostile to labour but sees is a a worthy contractual
partner. It may influence how capitalist goals are
implemented but it does not challenge those goals in a
more fundamental, socialist way.

The addition of a corporatist role such as that
experienced in the years of the 'Social Contract' (1974-6)
merely constitutes a further example of union involvement
with the legitimation of capitalism. Union allegiance with
governments set on taking a 'pragmatic'stance to modern
capitalism (wholesale adoption of its values) does not
further socialism.

Self-Managing Unionism

Self-managing unionism is based on the model of workers'
co-operatives, Decision-making is undertaken within the
union at a non-hierarchical, horizontal level where all
have one voice. There are no managers. These unions
largely control only the mode of production but their
expansion would have to be commensurate with a
tendency to the social ownership of capital and the means
of production. In this position, unions would constitute
agencies responsible for the administration of industry
and to the wider society. This is not a mere ideal.
Examples from which models for self-managing unionism
can be drawn exist beyond workers'co-operatives. In the
miners' strike, groups responsible for the co-ordination of
welfare centres were run on very similar lines. The unions'
response to the threat to close Lucas Aerospace was
organised, in the form of the Combine Committees, in very
much a self-management way. It is our argument that
trade unions should continue to develop in this way.

And ifthey do, ofcourse, they will form part ofthe broad
movement on the left made up by the new social
movements listed at the beginning of this article. Those
movements also stress the need for decision-making to be
undertaken on a basis ofdirect democracy, and they also
do not tolerate subservience of some to the interests of
others. A great attraction, then, of self-management
unionism is that it can be launched along with other
movements sharing in common a bedrock of sound
socialist principle.

Beyond Collective
Bargaining

At a time when the continued existence of a signifrcant
role for trade unions in the control of the labour market is
under grave threat, it may seem a little inappropriate to
consider the long-term ambitions that trade unions should
adopt. The immediate concern is to protect the already
battered movement from further rounds of Thatcherite
attack. However, iftrade unions are successfully to resist
the present onslaught it is imperative that a princþled
stance is taken by them in order to establish a powerful
raison d'etre. Further, it is to be hoped that the stance
taken is a socialist one and not one which accommodates
the economic princþles of Thatcherism or in some other
way makes substantial concession to capitalist interests.
We shall examine three ways in which trade unions may
develop and argue in favour of the third. First, trade
unions may conform to the limited role allowed by
Thatcherism; a role in which trade unions become
'business unions'. Secondly, unions could seek to revert to
their position in the Labour governments of the 60s and
70s where a dominant preference for free collective
bargaining was qualified by concession to a corporatist role
in national economic planning. Unions would agree with
Labour governments to discipline their members against
making'inflationary' wage demands and taking industrial
action, in return for nothing more than the continued
existence of those Labour governments. Thirdly, unions
could aspire to a role of socialist self-management,
whereby the authority of managerial prerogative and the
interests ofcapital would be challenged and rejected, being
replaced by a unionism following the model of workers'co-
operatives, controlling the mode of production and
encouraging wider ownership of capital and the means of
production. We shall argue for the development of self-
management by contending, fitst, that in all events it
reflects a socialist as opposed to a liberal philosophy (a
socialist philosophy requirinþ recognition of the fact that
capital is hostile to labour), and secondly, that such a
model of unionism coheres more readily with the
democratic structures and aims of the new social
movements on the left, the green, feminist, gay and race
equality movements, so as to form part of a wider
movement.

Business Unionism

Thatcherism makes it clear that the role which exists for
trade unions within it is one which no socialist could
support, Thatcherite ec m,
with its demands for a ng
with extensive rights to at
a consistent level of remuneration over a continuous
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Louise Christian

'Instructions from
on High' -Policing the Picket
outside the South
African Embassy
Outside the South African Embassy a'non-stop picket'for
the release of Nelson Mandela has been visible 24 hours a
day since 19th April 1986. The small group of
demonstrators (usually about four to six in number) stand
with a banner. Sometimes they hand out leaflets, sing
songs and chant slogans. The City of London Anti-
Apartheid Group organise this picket.

Less immediately visible, but of enormous importance in
its ramifrcations, is the existence of a police and
prosecutions policy which is deliberately calculated to
deter the demonstrators from their peaceful protest.
Anyone who has familiarity with the history of police
action against the picket can be left with little doubt that
enorrnous resources oftime and money have been devoted
to bringing a series of prosecutions in circumstances which
throw serious doubt on the police's claim that they
maintain a balance between the rights of the demonstra-
tors and those of members of the public. An even more
disturbing feature is the way in which the police have
persistently acted unlawfirlly, in particular by making
unlawful anests with relative impunity.

Obstruction of the Highway

When the picket first started the police erected bariers
outside the embassy, These bamiers were then used to
justifr obstruction of the highway charges if demonstra-
tors stood in the wrong place. Charges were also brought
for obstructing police in the execution of their duty when
demonstrators were alleged to have failed to comply with
police instructions to stand inside the barriers. The police
themselves acknowledged that the barriers were unneces-
sary for such a small demonstration by removing them
altogether after a numher of weeks.

The Street Collection

Subsequently the police started a new tactic. Although for
the last four years collections for South African prisoners
had been made outside the embassy unchallenged by the
police, the police suddenly decided that it was an illegal
street collection. Large numbers of summonses were
issued and .t¡vorse, people were arrested for street collection
to which was tagged on the offence of 'obstruct police'.

This set a pattern in police behaviour which was to
outlive the 'street collection' initiative. In these and
subsequent prosecutions the substantive charge for an
extremely minor non-arrestable offence was combined
with a charge of obstruct police purely on the grounds of
continuing the activity after being told not to by the police.
The person concerned was then arrested and held at the
police station for several hours before being released.

The police did not, and still do not seem to ac)<nowledge
that, following the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984,
obstruct police is not an arestable offence. Either there
has to be an imminent breach of the peace or one of the
grounds under Section 25 of the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act has to be established.

The street collection cases were all dropped after Bow
Street Magistrates'Court held on 2nd October 1986 that
there was a street meeting taking place while the picket
was there and that the street collection was lawful.
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Solidarity with South Africa's young
South African embassy.

The 'Megâphone' Cases

Following this there was a new and prolonged police
initiative concerning the use of the megaphone on the
picket. This is still going on. Prosecutions were hrst
brought under Section 54(14), an obscure Section of the
1839 Metropolitan Police Act which prohibits 'using a
noisy instrument for the purpose of calling people
together'. The first prosecution was dismissed on appeal at
Knightsbridge Crown Court on 12th January 1987 on the
grounds that the megaphone was not 'noisy' on the
occasion complained of in relation to traffrc noise in
TYafalgar Square. The Crown Prosecution Service then
dropped all prosecutions brought under that Section but
allowed other prosecutions to proceed under a Westmins-
ter City Council 11, by-law, for using an amplifrer or
similar instrument in such a manner as to cause
annoyance to other persons. Although Westminster
Council had refused to bring any prosecutions under this
by-law, the police decided to bring their own prosecutions
with the security offreer at the South African Embassy as
the complainant. Thib'was despite a statement made by
Chief Inspector Frankton, then in charge of policing the
picket, at a meeting with the Group at Cannon Row police
station on 12th August 1986, when he said that the police
would not bring prosecutions unless grounds for arresting
people under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act existed
and would abide by the decision of the Westminster City
Council. In fact the police have instituted hundreds of
summonses, sometimes as many as three or four against
the same person on the same day on occasions five or ten
minutes apart. The by-law cases have so far resulted in
one acquittal and one conviction.

The 'megaphone' cases brought their quota of arrests of
dubious legality as well as tussles inspired by unlawful
police action. The police on the scene persistently
attempted to 'confiscate' the megaphone despite advice
from the Crown Prosecution Solicitor that such behaviour
was unlawful. The resulting tussles with demonstrators
led to more charges for obstruct police being brought. At a
meeting at Cannon Row police station on 3rd March 1987,
Chief Inspector Gilbertson, the new senior police offrcer in
charge of the picket hotly denied that there were arìy
megaphones in police possession but ten minutes later on
making enquiries from the station sergeant, shamefacedly
handed over three.

Use of the Public Order Act

Noise prosecutions were succeeded by the first ever
prosecutions to be brought under Section 14 ofthe Public
Order Act 1986 and the most determined police initiative
yet to move the whole picket completely away from the
Embassy. On 30th April 1987 there was a social event at
the Embassy. Mr. Gilbertson and a police video team
arrived outside the Embassy at the same time and Mr.
Gilbertson told the demonstrators to move away from the
Embassy to a position the other side of the tree on
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Duncannon Street, One of the demonstrators remons-
trated at being moved and was arrested for breach of a
condition imposed under Section 14. At Bow St¡eet
Magistrates' Court on 9th June 1987, Mr. W. Robbins,
Metropolitan Stipendary Magistrate, held that the police
had not established the ground of 'serious intimidation'
under the Public Order Act relied on by the police and that
the demonstrators were merely causing discomfort to
those attending the reception in the Embassy to persuade
them to think again about South Africa, which the
demonstrators were entitled to do. Since there was no
ground for imposing a condition under Section 14 the
accused were acquitted.

On 6th May 1987 paint was thrown at the Embassy by
two individuals. Initiaþ, this was used by the police to
justifu a second series ofprosecutions under Section 14 of
the Public Order Act. On the 6th May the condition was
imposed that the whole picket move away from the
Embassy on grounds of serious risk of damage to property.
A larger than usual demonstration that day was staging a
mock election for Nelson Mandela. The picketers crossed
the road to stand in front of the Embassy in small groups
of three or four persons and were arrested. The first four
cases to be heard again involved the personal evidence and
time of Mr. Gilbertson and were determined at Highbury
Corner Magistrates'Court on 18th July. There was an odd
result whereby two ofthe accused were acquitted because
their charge sheets restricted the location ofthe offence to
'the east side ofTYafalgar Square'thereby isolating them
from the assembly (lefrned in the Act as 20 or more
persons) on the other;side ofthe Square. The two accused
whose charge sheets simply stated'TYafalgar Square'were
convicted and are appealing. The use made of Section 14
by the police so far would appear to justify the fears of all
those who said that the Act would put the police in the
position of making political judgments about the nature of
a demonstration.

The Commissioner's Regulations

From 6th May 1987 to date the police have not used
Section 14 of the Public Order Act again. However, the

- enabling the police to prevent obstructions by closing off
streets whän spicifrc events are taking place - had been
dramatically eitended and was now to be used to justify an
indefinite ban on a small demonstration not causing any

obstruction. Nearly 200 arrests for'crossing the road'then
ensued. Members of the public other than demonstrators
were still allowed to stop in the relevant places but the
police arrested persons they recogrrised as demonstrators
purely for peacefully crossing over in small groups of twos
and threes to stand in front of the Embassy. The arrests
for charges ofbreach ofSection 52 combined with charges
of obstruct pôlice were again for non-arrestable offences.
People including juveniles were held in the police station
for long periods.

The mass arrests only stopped when there was a public
outcry and the police declined to arrest Members of
Parliament who turned up to walk across the road. The
police were embanassed by the obvious absurdity of the
Commissioner asking for more police in London at a time
when such huge resources were being seen publicly to be
devoted to the exercise outside the Embassy. It was
announced that the Commissioner's Directions were again
'not to be enforced' and the pickets allowed back outside
the Embassy.

At Bow Street Magistrates' Court on 27th July, Sir
David Hopkins, Chief Metropolitan Stipendary .Magis-
trate, acquitted the accused in the first two cases ofbreach
of the Commissioner's Directions to come to Court. His
judgment let Mr. Gilbertson, (who again gave evidence in
person), off the hook by finding that the Commissioners'
Directions were intra vires, but that the cases were not
proven on the grounds that insuffrcient steps had been
taken by the police to acquaint the accused with the
content and meaning of the Directions. The Crown
hosecution Service wisely took the hint and subsequently
decided to drop all the other cases. At least 150 claims for
wrongful arrest and false imprisonment agaipst the
Metropolitan Police are now likely.

Lack of Accountability

The above is a necessaúly brief account of the main
prosecution initiatives against the picket to date. It does
not include the many serious allegations of police
harrassment and assault (including allegations of strip-
searching in the police station) and the petty nature of
some of the prosecutions brought (e.g. for assault police for
touching a policeman's arm). In relation to the
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prosecutions, it is remarkable that even apart from the
charges which were dropped, over 60Vo of those which
reached Court resulted in acquittals. The Crown
Prosecution Service however, appear to be substantially
lacking in independence from the police. Some employees
of the Crown Prosecution Service have informed defence
lawyers that there are 'instructions from on high' not to
drop South Africa House prosecutions. This is denied by
Rick Tyrell who is the solicitor in charge of all these cases
at the Crown Prosecution Service, but it is clear he only
drops cases after meetings with senior police offrcers from
Cannon Row at which there are discussions resulting in
'agreement' and that cases are only dropped if there is no
conceivable legal ground left to justify them. This is a very
different criterion from that which normally operates
when expenditure of public money is involved.

The above history also highlights the complete lack of
public accountability of the Metropolitan Police. In August
1986, the City of London Anti-Apartheid Group made a
formal complaint to the Complaints Investigation Bureau
at Scotland Yard about the policing policy in relation to the
picket. Detective Chief Inspector Collins of the Bureau
informed the Group's co-ordinator Carol Brickley that
complaints about policing policy were not possible.
Recently, after a long silence the Group has received a
letter from the Police Complaints Authority claiming that
there has been a failure to co-operate in relation to this
complaint - a convenient tag with which to dispose of it.

The recent Annual Report of the retiring Metropolitan
Police Commissioner, Sir Kenneth Newman, does not give
frgures for the resources devoted to policing the picket, but
admits that it 'is a considerable drain on our resources'. A
Parliamentary question by Tony Banks M.P. elicited the
information that between May to July of this year alone,
about f10,000 was spent on policing the Embassy. Mr.
Banks requested information about the cost of the
operation over the last three years but this was refused.

Perhaps the most disturbing thing of all is the absence of
any constraint on the police launching one unsuccessful
initiative after another and using, often unlawfully, arrest
and detention in the police station as a weapon in a kind of
guerilla warfare strategy.
(Acknowledgement: To all the Inwyers who haue been inuolued in
defending demonstrators in these cases)

Back to the 1850's:
A Free Market in Housing

This autumn in a Housing Bill and a Housing Finance Bill,
the Government will almost completely reverse the
strategies of the last century in housing, with the simple
objective of achieving a free market. The results will be
exorbitant rents, massive profrts for finance houses and
developers and homelessness on a scale to dwarf even
today's figures (doubled in the last 15 months). The full
details of the bills are still not known, and the situation
changes daily. But the main points are:
* Decontrol of new lettings by private landlords and

housing associations. Housing association rents to be
pushed up to enable them to cover cuts in government
subsidies and to pay new expensive index linked loans.
Private rents to be at market levels (around four times
current levels in London). Local authority rents will be
pushed up by making it unlawful for councils to top up
housing revenue accounts with money from the rates.

* Cuts in housing benefrts for those payrng high rents.
* Shorthold and assured tenancies to be the main private

tenures. Shortholds for a minimum of six months,
assureds with no requirement for works or for approval

of landlords; the courts will lose the power to suspend
landlordpossession

lettings.
* Local authority housing will be broken up and sold off

by two methods. Tenants will have the right,
individually in houses and collectively in flatted blocks,
to choose a new landlord, which may be a tenants' co-
op, a housing association, a private company or
individual. Secondly, Housing Action Trusts will be set
up to take over large swathes of council housing, to
repair and develop and then sell it off, tenanted or
otherwise.

Socialist I reminding of the
misery this be forcibly moved
around to cr d into rent arrears
by high rents, made homeless and the houses sold for
o\ryner occupation. Winkling and harassment for
vacant possession will be rife as after the last decontrol
in 1957. Council tenants'rights will not be preserved
once they are privatised. Councils will soon have
insuffrcient housing for the homeless, and, although

for three months in resident
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the government has said nothing on this, the future of
Part III of the Housing Act 1985 on the rights of the
homeless must now be in doubt. Housing associations
will become almost indistinguishable from private
landlords, except for a small government subsidy. In
fact they are unlikely to be able to raise much index
linked finance; the government will no doubt 'rescue'
them at the expense of their tenants, by allowing them
to raise share capital on the stock exchange and to
become profit making organisations.

Socialist lawyers need to think hard about all ofthis.
Some legal thought is needed quickly in drafting
amendments for committee stage in Parliament.
Lawyers need to think about the implications of doing
repairs- cases when the consequence of success in both
private and public sectors will be to push up rents. How
will we enforce repairing covenants against co-ops?
There will be a flood of demand for legal advice from
tenants, at a time when the Legal Aid Bill will enable
area boards to threaten to remove housing advice from
green form eligibility. Lawyers used to the Rent and
Housing Acts will have to become familiar with
business tenancies and how they work.

The Housing and Local Government Committee of
the Haldane Society is beginning to work on these
issues, and neede support. Whatever work can be done
must be done quickly and in close coordination with the
tenants' movement. The years of preparation for this
counter revolution in housing have given us a foretaste
of the free market. The full reality may be
unimaginable now but in a very few years we may be
working with it daily, and our clients experiencing the
full misery of its freedom.

HOVSíNG

Owen Davies

Just Surrender
There is no constituency of candidates for extradition.
There is no lobby for that body ofpersons, passing through
that transitory state of being proceeded against by one
government while in the territory of another. It includes
the alleged fraudster and drug traffrcker, terrorist,
hijacker, kidnapper, persons of sympathetic or hostile
political motivation.

And yet the issues of principle that they properly raise
are out of all proportion to thèir numbers. In 1986 there
were only 32 provisional warrants issued in which
surrender was granted; in three cases it was refused. In
1971- four applications were granted; in 1980 it had been
17. Whilst still a small number of people are affected, there
is obviously an increasing incidence of cases.

Now that the law on extradition is about to be
substantially recast it is right that socialists consider the
proposals for reform. This is after all where the interests of
states uds ø uis individuals and each other can confront
each other in the starkest form.

In the Criminal Justice Bill currently before Parliament
the government has reintroduced without modification
Part VIII of the Bill which partly lapsed with the general
election. It is the culmination of a process of discussion and
consideration which started with the Report of the
Interdepartmental Working Pørty of the Home Office
(Home OfÏice May 1982). In February of 1985 there was a
Green Paper (1985 Cmnd. 9421).

Extradition law has remained substantially unchanged
since the Extradition Act of 1870. The new law will apply
potentially to all foreign states which are not in the
Commonwealth since the Fugitive Offenders Act 1967 will
continue to apply in those cases.

The Heysel Stadium Case

There can be no doubt that there is a crying need for
reform. With some exceptions the law is more concerned
with procedural detail rather than issues ofjustice. The
case of Thc Gouernment of Belgium u Postlethwaite ønd
others (The Ind.ependent 14th July 1987) shows just how
narrow the areas of challenge are. This was the case,
eventually decided unanimously by the House of Lords, in
which 26 British youths were sought by Belgium for the
deaths of 39 members of the crowd at the Heysel football
stadium on 29th May 1985. A Divisional Court had
granted - unanimously - an application for habeas
cotpus sought by the alleged offenders. The House of
Lords - again unanimously - reversed the decision. The
case turned in the end solely on the question whether a
technical requirement as to the service of the documents
had been complied with.

Basic Demands

It is time to go back to the frrst principles. What should we

return of a person for an ulterior purpose. Under the
doctrine of {peciøIity a person can only be tried for an
offence for which surrender had been granted. These are
minimum demands and it has to be said that the proposals
in the Bill will improve the law to a very great extent.

The scheme of the Bill is familiar: it sets out the
requirements for agreements
negotiated with foreign states
domestic law of the respective
can be incorporated to suit each side. Those treaties are
then laid before Parliament. It must be emphasised that
the current arrangements with foreign states are not
affected by the ne.w prqposals. They continue to apply
unless specifrcally renegotiated to incorporate the new
law.

Special Arrangements

The Bill would for the first time enable what are termed
'special be made. This
permits in a Pa4'lcular
õase, in m the United
Kingdom did not have a general extradition anangement'
At first sight this is an alarming proposal but although we
have had treaties with the unlikeliest of states for years
(the treaty with Albania
have no treaty with, for
matter of murder or war
currently powerless to extradite an alleged offender (even

if he wanied to). The BilI would preserve the procedural
and substantive protections in rilation to this class of
person.

t
of having to end up making embarrassing and unjust
distinctions between them. The current policy is to ensure
there is no haven for the IRA (hence the recent change in
the US extradition treaty) but that is jrreconcilable with
the attitude taken over India's request for Sikh separatists

be greatly welcomed.

Convictions In Absentia

føcie .before surrender, in the latter case

mere ron $¡as suffrcient. This was the effect
of Re \ryLR 1077. The Bill provides that in
such circumstances the person at large after conviction
shall not be returned ifit appears to the court that it would
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not be in the interests ofjustice to return him or her on the

in the interests of justice. This is an innovation removing
these matters from the sole unreviewable discretion of the
Home Secretary which must be a good thing. Then there is
provided for the frrst time a power of the lower court to

þant bail on the making of an order for committal,
õbviating the need to find a High Court Judge at the
conclusion ofproceedings at Bow Street.

By contrast the principle of 'double criminality' has
found itself incorporated into this Bill in the manner more
or less as the courts have eroded it' From now on it is
proposed that an extradition crime shall be
z'coiduct which if it occurred in the United Kingdom,
would constitute øn offence punishable with ímprisonment
for ø term of 12 months, or any greøter punishmcnt, and
which howeuer d'escribed in the Iøw of the foreign støte, is
so punishable undcr tha't Iøw".

The Prima Facie Rule

The most controversial proposal is the abolition for the
requirement that in respect of untried fugitives, a primø
føcic case must be shown on their committal. The proposal,
which is designed to enable treaties to be renegotiated
with the state parties to the European Convention on
Extradition, has attracted criticism and condemnation. It
is important, however, to realise that frrstly, the existing
arrangements with states continue until renegotiated
state by state. Secondly, the fact that the evidence the
requesting state is able to muster falls short of what we
consider to be a case to answer can be taken into
consideration as a factor going to the question ofwhether
it would be 'unjust or oppressive' to return a fugitive, a
question that the courts are not able to entertain at all at
the moment.

The Death Penalty

We should support the changes that are proposed to the
extradition laws. The only amendment of any substance
which was put forward in Committee in respect of the
previous Bill would have prevented the surrender of
anyone who would be in danger of a death sentence in the
requesting state. Not unnaturally it was argued that such
an immunity from extradition would positively attract
persons who had committed a capital crime to these shores
from which they could not be removed! We should be
content to prevent the return of people facing the death
sentence on a case to case basis.

Looking Ahead

What we should press for now is a much more thorough
Parliamentary examination of the arrangements made
with any particular state before it comes into force.
Whether a treaty in fact should dispense with the prima
facie rcqrÅrement, for instance, should be open to more
scrutiny than the practice of laying an Order in Council
before Parliament. A constitutional method should be
devised for bringing about the extradition machinery with
foreign states and keeping them up to date in the light of
political and legal developments.
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Tim Kerr

A Case to Answer?
In September 1987 the Haldane Society published a
Report on the turbulent events of 24th January 1987
which ultimately led to the calling off of the Wapping
dispute, The Report was produced in association with the
NUJ, the NGA and the London Machine Branch of
SOGAT'82.

The anniversary demonstration outside News In-
ternational's Wapping plant saw clashes between police
and demonstrators of horrifying violence, MP's, the TUC,
the Labour Party and trade union leaders immediately
called for a public enquiry.

At the request of the print unions, the Haldane Society
gathered and collated evidence relating to the events of
24th January in order to submit the material to a public
enquiry. The Society received over 120 statements, 200
photographs and 25 reports from trained Legal Observers.
Almost all the statements contained serious complaints
about the behaviour of the police. The material gathered
by our researchers has now been published in the Society's
report on the 24th January demonstration. It consists ofa
summary, in words and photographs, of the evidence
received.

The report starts with a summary of events on the
night, more detailed than the briefer summary published
as part ofthe Interim Report in the last issue ofSZ. It goes
on to analyse the evidence under the sub-headings: Police
Identification; Chemical Dye; Police Use of Violence;
Truncheons; Unauthorised lVeapons; Mounted
Police; Shields; Attacks on Photogtaphers; Damage
to First Aid Vehicleq Surveillance; and Raids on
Public Houses.

Seven major complaints about police use of violence
emerged from the evidence and are detailed in the report:
* that the police used their truncheons in an unneces-
sarily violent way, assaulting demonstrators at random
and without warning;
* that some offrcers used unauthgrised weapons such as
lengths of wood and banner poles rather than regulation
issue truncheons;

't that horse charges were made without adequate
warning, and at speed into an enclosed space in which
demonstrators were taking shelter;
* that despite HomB Offrce denials, offrcers on horseback
did strike demonstrators with their batons during charges
into the crowd;
* that riot police assaulted demonstrators with their
shields;
* that journalists and press photographers were singled
out for attack;
* that frrst aid vehicles containing injured demonstrators
had their windows smashed by police.

A 32 page book with 31 photoqaphs. Pric_e f2.50 + 50p
p&p fiom Beri Emmerson, 35, Wellington Street, Londoñ
ïvc2.

PUBLIC ORDER. THE NEW ACT

Richard Card, Butterworths, 1 987,
Ê12.50

The 1986 Public Order Act has been the subject of
numerous articles and books in recent years.. Most
analyses are highly critical of the Act. They generally aim
to highlight two main defects of the Act. Firstly, that it
lumps together pickets and demonstrators with rioters
and hooligans implying that all such activities are against
the public interest. Secondly, that by giving wide
discretionary poïvers to the police the Act is open to
selective enforcement and politically orientated control of
public order. Professor Richard Card's aim in Public
Order, The New Acú is different. His pur?ose is simply to
provide a practical aid for all those administering and
advising on criminal law. Consequently, although the
various policy arguments are alluded to throughout the
text, this is done in such a way as to avoid preference to
either government sourceg or the various pressure groups
which have submitted arguments concerning the public
order. The result is a clear guide to the law unhampered by
detailed criticism, yet one which lacks a certain punch in
its analysis. This is well illustrated in Richard Card's
overall evaluation of the Act. He sees it more as a
pragmatic reaction to recent events than a well-considered
set of rules desigrred for the long term. But by refusing to
place the Act in a more political context this evaluation
misses its signifrcance as a measure designed to control
behaviour during episodes such as the miners'strike and
the printworkers' dispute at Wapping,

The book is divided into two parts, a narrative, followed
by an annotated copy of the Act itself. Each section of the
book deals with a different aspect ofthe Act and begins by
summarising the old law and the pressure for reform. this
not only puts the new provisions in context but also makes
the book very readable. Richard Ca¡d makes use of the
increasingly familiar style of analysis and commentary on
eàch phrase of a section separately, This will be of great
assistance to the practitioner. In addition the use ofquite
detailed footnotes between each paragraph will allow the
more dedicated researcher to uncover all of the
surrounding material. The ambit of the book is wide
enough to encompass all relevant and related statute law
such as the Sporting Events (Control of Alcohol etc.) Act of
1985, which frnds its place in the chapter devoted to
football hooliganism.

Throughout the book one senses a leaning towards
advocacy of positive rights of demonstration and assembly
enshrined in some sort of Bill of Rights. This comes across
strongly in the chapter'Processions and Assemblies'yet it
must be said that Professor Card seems less interested in
positive rights for the traveller in the chapter'Aggravated
Tlespass'where a general distaste for such groups as the
so-called'hippy convoy', much publicised in 1986, is faintly
detectable. This illustrates the problem of defrning the
content of any Bill of Rights since it would reflect the
personal preferences of its authors.

As a straightforward guide to the law on public order
this book cannot be faulted. Those wanting something
more will need to look elsewhere.

Keir Starmer

LEGAL PHILOSOPHIES OF
RUSSIAN LIBERALISfl/I

by Andrzej Walicki, Clarendon,
Oxford 1987.

lt is commonly supposed that Russia has no legal tradition,
that little value is attached to institutions such as rights,
contracts or due process in the task of mediating social
relationships in Russian society. TWo factors are said to
account for thie. Firstly, and originaþ, the anti-Western
'slavophiles' located 'true Russianness' or the 'Russian
soul' in collectivist, familial and organic relations, as
opposed to the impersonal, fragmented and legalistic
relations of liberal capitalist societies in the West. Even
the adversaries of such thinkers, e.g. the leading
'Wester¡dser', Aleksandr Herzen, had little respect for law,
seeing no connection between the much-admired indi-
vidual liberties of the West and its legal safeguards.
Secondly, in post-revolutionary Russia,'legal nihilism' was
in keeping with Marxist-Leninist doctrine, which held that
law was either an instrument of the ruling class, a vehicle
for the atomistic relations of bourgeois individuals, or a
form of mystifring ideology, and was thus destined to
'wither away'in a fully developed socialist society, which
would be devoid of egoism, class conflict or ideological
distortion.

In Legøl Philosophies of Russian Liberalism Andrzej
Walicki seeks to temper this view of Russia as anti-legal by
showing that "the dominant Russian tradition of censure
of law was opposed by an increasingly strong strain of
thought, extolling law and stressing the need to transform
Russia into a rule-of-law state". The book concentrates on
the work of six figures broadly within the Russian liberal
tradition, but each with a distinctive political stance: there
is the Hayekian conservative, Boris Chicherin; more
centrist frgures from the Kadet Party such as Leon
Petrazycki; and socialistic liberals such as Walicki's own
teacher, Sergius Hessen. (Somewhat confusingly, in these
days of New Right 'neoliberalism', Walicki refers, after
Hessen, to the right-wingers as'Old Liberals', and those
influenced by the concerns of social welfare, as 'New
Liberals'.) Common to all thinkers, however, and this is
one of the book's central themes, is a hostility towards
legal positivism, construed as 'a definition of law according
to its coercive porrver rather than its content'. Indeed,
Walicki suggests that there is a sense in which positivism
betrays ideals essential tojurisprudence, and thus must be
supplanted by some version of natural law if legal ideas
are to play a valuable moral role in Russian philosophy.
But this outlook is based on a rather one-sided and
outdated notion of positivist theory; certainly, since the
writings of H.L.A. Hart, legal positivism has shown itself
to be compatible with a sophisticated and óommitted
ethical philosophy concerned with the justice of law.

Despite this weakness, tþe book remains an outstanding
piece of scholarship, a showpiece for the author's
impressive breadth of knowledge and grasp of the
intricacies of European intellectual history. The study's
subject requires a student of rWalicki's talents: Kantian
ethics, Hegelian dialectics, Christian models of natural
law, Husserlian phenomenology, and varieties of socialism
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(French, Marxist or the Guild socialism of G.D.H. Cole),
are just a few of the many influences to be found in the
Russians' writings. Not surprisingly, perhaps, while these
theories celebrate familiar liberal ideals such as the rule of
law and human rights, other key values in the Western
tradition are eschewed. In particular, all of the thinkers
under study seek to supersede the classical liberal concern
for 'negative freedom' as freedom from physical con-
straints, focussing on the economic or moral resources
necessary for 'positive freedom'. The atomistic pursuit of
self-interest is rejected for a view of social life as guided by
relations of both individual autonomy and fraternity,
mediated by law, thus furnishing man with a higher,
ethical freedom. The most interesting product of this
specifically Russian way of thinking about legal issues is
the 'rule of law socialism' of Hessen, which seeks to 'bring
together in a higher synthesis individual autonomy and
communalism, the genuine values of Gesellschøft and
Gemeinscfutft'. In contrast to what Chicherin identifred as
the traditional Russian polarity of either servility to
authoritarian rule, or anarchistic rejection of all rule,
Hessen's theory promises a ruled social framework which
guarantees the individual a sphere of impenetrability'. In
Hessen's alternative socialist utopia, far from 'withering
away', law is strengthened, securing what the religious
philosopher, Vladimir Soloviev, called the 'right to a
dignifred existence', by means of negative and positive
rights, on the one hand, and opportunities for membership
in a plurality of associations, on the other, all within a
'devoluted' legal order.

As legal philosophy in this country continues to be
dominated by an arid and narrow Anglo-American blend
ofanalyticaljurisprudence, one is tempted to conclude that
not only does Walicki succeed in showing that legal theory
was able to develop in 'illiberal Russia', but that the
Russian strain may be of a decidedly richer and more
interesting kind than that known in the 'liberal West'. Of
particular interest to readers of Socialist Lawyer, perhaps,
is the contribution Legal Philosophies of Russian
Liberalism can make to debates in the West over the role
of law in a socialist program. Tbaditionaþ, these debates
have been between 'moderates' and 'radicals': between
social activists and labour organisers, on the one hand,
who view the law as a resource to be marshalled on behalf
of the exploited under capitalism, and on the other,
revolutionary socialists, who view legal institutions as the
trappings of a defective, dominated society, to be rejected
by those who seek wholesale social change. More recently,
however, a third perspective has emerged, which argues
that, in light ofthe authoritarian consequences ofthe legal
nihilism of 'existing socialist' societies, legal institutions
would be needed to protect individuals'liberty and security
in an ideal society of democratic socialism. Walicki's
fascinating and well-crafted study is thus an excellent
contribution, not only to the question of the role of legal
thought in Russia, but the wider issue of whether socialist
ideals can find their expression in, and protection by,
liberal legal institutions' 

christine sypnowich

COMPENSATION FOR INDUSTRIAL
INJURY
by Richard Lewis, Professional Books
Limited (1987, xxv¡¡¡ and277pp., plus
7 4pp. Appendices). Hardback.

In a text that is noteable for its clarity, conciseness and
readability Richard Lewis provides a detailed guide to the
cu¡rent law governing claims for compensation for
industrial injuries. The main aim of the text is to assist all
those who find themselves advising and assisting an
injured worker concerning his or her rights to compensa-
tion. It is written with trade union offrcials and welfare
rights workers particularly in mind and I strongly
recommend it to lawyers and non-lawyers alike as an
invaluable practical guide,

In contrast to most writing on compensation, which
focuses on common law actions for damages and mentions
in passing only the state-run benefit schemes, this book
deals with when and how to make claims under Chapters
IV and V of the Social Security Act 1975 (otherwise known
as the industrial injuries scheme) in the light of the
changes made by the Social Security Act 1986.

In addition to grriding the reader step by step through
the conditions that must be satisfied to qualify for
particular benefits (the two most important of which are
disablement benefit and reduced earnings allowance), the
book also guides the reader through the procedures of
making a claim, asking for a review and appealing. The
latter part of the book is especiaþ useful as both
adjudication and the appeals system are more complicated
than in other social security cases or tort cases.

Beyond its immediate practical use, the book com-
mences with an interesting, brief overview of the
industrial injuries scheme, outlining its importance not
only in terms of the number of beneficiaries (208,000
people actually received disablement benefit in 1984-85,
three times the number who receive common law damages
for work-related injuries each year) and total expenditure
(f389,000,000 in 1984-85), but also as a model scheme,
potentially to be extended to cover all disabilities,
regardless ofcause. Here the book touches on a debate in
which it is important for socialists to present a common
face ifthe interests ofall the disabled are to be advanced.
The issue, which threatens to be divisive particularþ
amongst lawyers, is should personal injury negligence
claims be abolished and replaced by a no-fault state
compensation schème? An idea of how the latter might
work is essential to the debate and this book provides a
detailed account of the working of what could be a
blueprint,

Sue Mclaughlin

ENGLISH LAW AND ETHNIC
MINORITY CUSTOMS
S.M Poulter, Butterworths. Ê29.95
(softcover)

A description of those provisions of English law which
impinge upon ethnic minority customs. Expensive but
fascinating.

PUBLIC SECTOR HOUSING LAW
David Hughes, Butterworths.

Second Edition of a valuable short guide that has already
earned itself a place on the bookshelves of most housing
law practitioners, It is particularþ useful for those who do
not have access to the Encyclopedia of Housing law.

CRIME BOOKS REVIEWED BY
BLACK MASK
Summer is the traditional time for light reading, and I
hope my readers were happily settled on a variety of
foreign shores this summer with the books I recommended
in my last column. I hope this next round will keep the
winter blues at bay.

I am going to start with a Swedish detective novel which
unfortunately is not in print in England. It was given to
me by a reliable source in N.Y. (translated into English of
course) who assured me that the authors, Maj Stowall and
Per Wahloo, of The Laughing Policeman are left wing. The
hero, Detective Martin Beck and his sidekick Lennart
Kollberg have their hearts in the right places. The book is
set in 1968 and'Kollberg d.idn't like Lynd.on Johnson or
the wør inVietnørn either'. They are in favour of strict gun
control and go about their job in a generally humane way.
Beck is the stereotypical world weary detective, who
smokes too much, suffers from insomnia, and is estranged
from his wife. Lennart is happily married to â sexy
younger \ivoman and has a small baby. The boys are with
the Stockholm P.D. and the city is painted as a grey cold
faceless suburb; nowhere you would want to take a
vacation. The book is very strong on what crime reviewers
call police procedurals, the nitty gritty details of how a
homicide department in a big city solves a motiveless mass
murder. In fact what makes this book unique and
genuinely left wing is the emphasis on a group of men (I
know feminists, its a shame, particularþ since the authors
are a husband and wife team) who pool their individual
skills and work together to solve the crime. The detectives
are public, private and amateur and highly individualistic
and it is nice for a change to see a collective at work. I
know Haldane readers are well t¡avelled, so next time you
are in say Malmo or Buffalo you would be well advised to
pick up a copy of the Laughing Policeman or the other 9
books in the Martin Beck series.

I am pleased to report that there is a rising tide of
feminist crime fiction; Black Mask is having difficulty
keeping up with them all. The Price you Pøy isby Hannah
Wakefreld, the pseudonym of two American women based
in London, one of whom is Haldane stalwart Sarah
Burton. The heroine, Dee Street, is a feminist solicitor and
partner in her own firm. She becomes involved in
international intrigre when one of her clients is murdered
and her husband, (soon to be Dee's lover) is a prime
suspect. The plot races along at tremendous speed,
encompassing Chilean refugees, ex hippies, CIA double
agents and conupt industrialists and is most readable and
enjoyable. The male hero is in my opinion simply not good
enough for our heroine, but this is often the case in life as
well as in art. At one point the cast leaves London for
California and I particularly enjoyed a visit to a household
in Berkeley which is a relic of the sixties, with many
children and a lot of rolling of joints. I have one small
criticism. The plot, which really is gripping, is often slowed
down by detailed analysis of where we all went wrong
politicaþ in the sixties and seventies and comparisons of
the English and American left. \[hile these are interesting
subjects in themselves they belong in a pamphlet -perhaps attached as an appendix? I hope Dee Street will
emerge in another book soon.

Detective fiction has often inspired other detective
frction and two books by Gordon Demarco in the Pluto
Crime Series are hymns to Raymond Chandler. Demarco
has created in Riley Kovachs the disillusioned private eye,
with a vaguely left wing past, who is summoned from
obscurity when the movement needs him. He operates
from a seedy oflice in San Francisco, lives alone on coffee,
cigarettes and breakfasts in the local greasy spoon, and is
as cynical and hard boiled as they come. The style is
Chandler pastiche and very amusing. October Heat centres
around a plot to sabotage the gubernatorial campaign of
Upton Sinclair in the thirties (get out your history books
readers). Other real life characters are interspersed into
the plot - there is even a cameo appearance by Charlie
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Chaplin. There is a very touching and atmospheric scene
when Kovachs goes out to Alcatraz to visit imprisoned
labour leader Tom Mooney. Entertaining as this book is, it
comes from the head and not the heart; it lacks the
spontaneity andpizazz which made Chandler a master of
the genre. Demarco's second book Frisco Blues is better. It
is simpler and more passionate. Set in the late 1940s it is
about the murder of a young black dockworker who is also
a baseball player set to break into the major leagues.
There is some revealing information about racism in the
armed forces during the war and efforts to keep black
baseball players out of the major leagues. This I know to be
historically accurate because my summer reading has
.been about baseball history. Because there is no sex and
very little violence I deemed this book educational and
suitable reading for two thirteen year old girls. They gave
it the thumbs up, remarking particularþ on the snappy
style and the hero's habit of referring to his morning coffee
as Brazil.

Finally hats offto that feminist duo Cagney and Lacey.
They have proved to be rock solid on the subjects of
pornography, apartheid, the class system, the oppression
of women and their N.Y. wit is a delight to the expatriate
ear.

The Price You Pay, Hannah Wakefreld. The Women's
Press, f4.95
October Heat, Gordon Demarco, Pluto Crime Fiction,
12.95
Frisco Blues, Gordon Demarco, Pluto Crime Fiction,
92.95
The Laughing Policeman, Maj Sjowall and Per Wahloo,
Vintage Books (USA)

(Bløck Mask is Beth Prince and she would like any
suggestions for suitable books to review)

HannahWakefield
The PriceYou Pa¿_
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noticeboard

PIJBLIC MEETINGS

PROGRAMME

Monday 9th November:
D.N. PRITT MEMORIAL LECTURE
Speaker: Ken Livingstone M.P.
7.15pm

Saturday 14th November:
"THE LEFT AND THE LAW" - ¿11

introduction to the work of left wing lawyers and the
activities ofthe Haldane Society.
2.00-5.00pm

Wednesday 25t}n November:
..REFUGEES''
Speakers: Barrie Stoyle (UKIAS), Irene Khan (UNHCR)
and Alf Dubbs.
7.15pm

All meetings at the London School of Economics,
Houghton Street, London WC2.

MANCHESTER
BRANCH
The MANCHESTER BRANCH of the Haldane Society
meets on the 2nd Wednesday of every month at 6.30pm in
the Manchester Town Hall, Albert Square, Manchester.
Contact the convenor Alison Cantor, 97 Claude Road,
Chorltonville, Manchester M21 2DE for further details'
Telephone 061 205 1568 (day) or 061 881 4017 (evenings)'

14th October:
Topic to be decided.

llth November:
LANDLORD AND TENANT
Speaker: Martin Davy

Meetings are open to all socialists involved in the law
whether members or not.

A new business specialising in secondhand books
by or aboul women. For catalogue send A5 SAE
wilh a 20p slamp l0 APHRA B00KS, P.0. Bor 723,
London SW2 5UD. Aphra Books wlll also run stalls
at book lalls, conlerences and olhet women's
euenls, on fequesl.

CL/ASSIFIEDS

LEGAL PR00F READEB seeks part or full time work.
Please write c/o Heather Williams, 1, Dr Johnson's
Bldgs., Temple EC4 and we will forward.

THE HALDANE S0CIETY is looking for oflice
premises in central London at a modest rental. lf you

have a spare room please contact BEVERLEY LANG

on 01 353 9328.

I{OTTII{GHAM SOGIETY OF SOCIALIST LAWYERS

Contact Banie Ward c/o Hawley & Rodgers, 2,

Clarendon Street, Nottingham NGI SJQ. Tel: (0602)

419772.

THE EMPI¡YMENT LAW BULLETIN is a highly succeisful quârterly
JouÌnal publishcd by the Employment Subcomm¡ttec of thc Haldane
Soclety, It h.æ I wlde clrculation among Trâde Unions, Trades Councils
and labourjawyeE, Each copy of the ELB costs ll 00 lf you wish to
subscribe, the annual rates (4 isues) are as follows:
I - 4 subs¡ciptions . S5 fiì per suh,
6-gsubscriptions Ê4.00 per sub
l0+ subscriptlons ... ,,, . Ê3,00 pcr sub.

All prices include post¡ge

Pleæe send orde6 with
payment to:
(Cheques/P O's payable to
the Hsldene Soclety)

Andrew Buchsn, 58, Upper Toll¡nglon
Park, lrndon N4 4BX

Haldane Society of Socialist Lawyers

The Haldane Society was founded in 1930. It is an organisation which
provides a forum for the discussion and analysis oflaw and the legal system
from a socialist perspective. It is independent of any political party. Its
membership consists of individuals who are lawyers, law teachers or
students and legal workers and it also has trade union and labour
movement affrliates.
The Subcommittees of the Haldane Society carry out the Society's most
important work. They provide an opportunity for members to develop areas
of special interest and to work on specific projects within those areas. All the
Subcommittees are eager to attract new members so if you are interested in
taking a more active part in the work of the Society please contact the
Convenor and s/he will let you know the dates and venue of the meetings.

SUBCOMMITTEES

CRIME
Pam Brighton, 111, Fortess Road,
LondonNWS.

EMPLOYMENT Fiona L'Arbalestier, 6, Cromartie
Road, London N19.

cAY AND LESBIAN åÍil?ålËll"åi: l1fffi"H:''
RIGHTS

HOUSING Elen Owen, Southwark Law
Project, 29-35 Lordship Lane,
London SE22.

INTERNATIONAL Jeremy Smith, 177, Holland Road,
London NW6.

LEGAL SERVICES Kate Marcus, 96, Chichele Road,
London NW2.
Rhys Vaughan, 382, Dickenson
Road, Longsight, Manchester M13
OwQ.

MENTAL HEALTH Andrew Buchan, 1, DrJohnson's
Bldgs., Temple, London EC4.

RACE AND
IMMIGRATION

Jane Ramsey, 49a Oakmead
Road, Balham S\ry12.

RECRUITMENT Ben Emmerson, 35, Wellington
Street, London WC2.

WOMEN Barbara Cohen, 27, Churchill
Road, London NW5 1AN.

Designed by: Alphaset, Petra Pryke, 36a Monmouth Road, London W2.
Tel:01-243 1464.
Printed and typeset at: Aldgate Press, 84b Whitechapel High Street,
London E1
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Complste this form (Block capitals please) and return it to:
Banki¡n Thanki, 16, Abbotts Road, New Barnet, Herts. EN5 5DP.

Nam

Address

Telephonenum

Work address

Special interest

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION FORM

STANDING ORDERS
MANDATE
Please cancel all previous standing orders to the Haldane Society of
Socialist Lawyers

Please transfer my account No.

to the credit of the HALDANE SOCIETY OF SOCIALIST LAWYERS
account No. 29214008 National Girobank, Bootle, Merseyside G1R 0AA
(sorting code 72 00 05) the sum offS I gl0 I f72 I 920 I 930 (please delete as
appropriate) now and thereafter on the same date every year until cancelled
by me in writing.
(To be completed Membership Secretary
Please quote our

Name (in capitals)

Address

Date

The annual subscription rates are:
Law students/pupils/articled clerks:
Retired or unwaged members......
Greater London workers or residents..
Non-Greater London workers or residents
National Affrliates

f,8,00
f8.00

f20.00
fL2.00
f,30.00
f10.00

Haldane Society of Socialist Lawyers


